
 
 

 

 

PROFIT THROUGH PURPOSEFUL MARKETING 
 

 
 

Through my personal project VIVERE LA SPAGNA I support and lead Travel Agencies worldwide 

to increase bookings for Spain and therefore PROFIT by shifting from: 

· Being one of the many even though you are selling your soul 

· Throwing up one's hands whenever shows up a client having a very specific travel 
request or needing deep local customized advice for Spain 

· Struggling to have a decent and gratifying annual profit 

· Having an unexpansive “low-medium budget trips’ market” prospective and 
mentality 

 
 

To 

· Being the most visible and magnetizing one of a kind agency, absolutely 

catching the eye on premium travelers! 

· Instantly been able to activate your fool-proof personal inner circle capable of 
finding for you a fulfilling answer and doing exactly what it says on the tin 

· Skyrocketing bookings by proposing travel in a completely different and jaw- 
dropping way! 

· Having a crystal clear “being the best and not the cheapest” certainty 



 
 

HOW? 
 

By bringing into play a mind-blowing holistic approach when proposing and selling the 

destination, which implements both an appropriate mindset & a powerful marketing strategy 

based on the mesmerizing trigger power of the EXPERIENTIAL and EMOTIONAL connotation 

which can be poured into travel. 
 

As a key part to exponential growth in your business I aim to be a trustworthy and FULL 

SUPPORT point of reference for any special, tailor made, out of catalogues requests you 

might receive or wish to propose to PREMIUM CLIENTS who desire deep local discovery & 

to live the most authentic and genuine Spain 

WITHOUT RISKS or WORRIES, with NO WASTE OF TIME OR ENERGY, neither for you nor 
for your customer... 

but FEELING BLISS, RELAXED and completely SAFE before, during and after the trip, having the 

certainty that will be the most SPELLBINDING, SEAMLESS and gratifying one! 
 
 
 

Contact me and learn more about the inside scoop of my game-changing STEP BY STEP 

MASTERPLAN, created to unleash the magic and the UNIQUENESS of your business & P 

ROPEL your P ROFIT limitless! 

Book now a 1:1 call with me sending an email to soniaseco@viverelaspagna.it 

mailto:soniaseco@viverelaspagna.it

